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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PREAMBLE
The SEDA-Council of Governments (SEDA-COG) Joint Rail Authority (hereinafter referred to as either the
“JRA” or the “Authority”) was created in 1983 under the Pennsylvania Municipality Authorities Act of
1945, to respond to the impending loss of rail freight service in portions of Central Pennsylvania.
Spurred by the bankruptcy of the six major Northeast Railroads in the 1970s, and to ensure access to rail
service for the region, the federal government formed the Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail) in
1976. Due to Interstate Commerce Commission regulations limiting its ability to compete with truck
transportation, Conrail was initially unprofitable despite heavy federal funding. Easing of federal
regulations in the early 1980s through the Staggers Rail Act of 1980 and Northeast Rail Service Act of
1981, made possible the abandonment of many unprofitable lines, some of which were located in
Central Pennsylvania. SEDA-COG recognized the need to provide continuing access to rail service for
rail-dependent businesses and for the purposes of future regional economic development. Without
such service, many regional businesses would be facing the prospect of closing their doors or relocating,
as many were unable to ship materials and products through other means. To prevent this, SEDA-COG
began contemplating the acquisition of several lines from Conrail.
Following the approval of a Rail Service Preservation Strategy by the SEDA-COG Board of Directors in
March of 1983, the SEDA-COG JRA – an autonomous entity of SEDA-COG – was incorporated by Centre,
Columbia, Montour, Northumberland, and Union Counties to, as stated in the ordinances approving the
incorporation:
“[F]inance, construct or otherwise acquire, purchase, hold, lease or sub-lease, either in
the capacity of lessor or lessee, land, rail lines, buildings or other facilities to be devoted
wholly or partially for the operation of rail lines, for public uses, or for any other
purpose permitted by the Municipality Authorities Act of 1945, whether said projects
are situated in the Counties of Centre, Columbia, Montour, Northumberland or Union,
or elsewhere in the Commonwealth."
With the goal of protecting the region’s rail-dependent industries and rail-related jobs, the JRA was to
provide public oversight of the soon-to-be-acquired rail lines and see to the implementation of the Rail
Service Preservation Strategy.
Today, the JRA owns five rail lines encompassing nearly 200 miles of track that traverses through nine
Central Pennsylvania counties (i.e., Blair, Centre, Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming, Mifflin, Montour,
Northumberland, and Union) and provides rail freight service to approximately 100 shippers. The JRA’s
rail freight system operations are provided through the JRA’s cost-efficient and exemplary public-private
partnership (P3) with the selected professional service Operator, the Susquehanna Union Railroad
Company (SURC, herein after referred to as the Operator) and its subsidiary railroad companies: Juniata
Valley Railroad (JVRR), Lycoming Valley Railroad (LVRR), Nittany & Bald Eagle Railroad (NBER), North
Shore Railroad (NSHR) and Shamokin Valley Railroad (SVRR). The North Shore System is illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1 – SEDA-COG JRA North Shore Railroad System

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.
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PURPOSE
Strategic planning is an organization's process of defining its strategy, or direction, and making decisions
on allocating its resources to pursue this strategy, including its capital and people. Strategic planning is
the formal consideration of an organization's future course. All strategic planning deals with at least one
of three basic questions:




What do we do?
For whom do we do it?
How do we excel?

Strategic planning is the process for determining where an organization wants to be in the future and
how it gets there. To determine where it is going, the organization needs to know exactly where it
stands, then determine where it wants to go and the course it must take to get there. The resulting
document is called the "Strategic Plan."
The SEDA-COG JRA prepared this Strategic Plan to clearly define the Authority’s short-term (five years)
and long-term (10 to 20 years) rail freight infrastructure preservation and system operation
requirements, and to provide a blueprint to ensure a sustainable future for Central Pennsylvania’s
regional and short line rail enterprise system. This plan serves as a critical information communications
tool among and between the JRA, its Operator – The North Shore Railroad Company and affiliated
railroads (North Shore System), JRA member counties, rail freight customers and excursion train
sponsors, the general public, and other stakeholders of the System. Above all, the Strategic Plan is a
fundamental and necessary tool for the JRA to establish its vision for the future, reconfirm its mission,
identify its core values and core functions, and to establish objective priorities and strategic decisions to
ensure the continued growth and success of the rail enterprise.
PROCESS
The JRA utilized a Request for Proposals to solicit professional service proposals from a number of
qualified consultants, including Delta Development Group, Inc. (Delta), of Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania,
which was ultimately selected to assist the Authority with preparing this Strategic Plan. Delta also
utilized the professional services of Cambridge Systematics, Inc., of Bethesda, Maryland, to assist with
various technical aspects of the strategic planning process.
The Strategic Plan was prepared over a period of 12 months (July 2011 – July 2012) and Delta utilized a
variety of qualitative and quantitative data gathering and analysis techniques, including secondary
research, stakeholder interviews, rail freight customer surveys, Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
and Threats (SWOT) analysis, market analysis, spatial analysis, frequent attendance at monthly JRA
Board meetings, and ongoing discussions with JRA and Operator’s staff.
In addition, Delta assisted the JRA with facilitating a half-day interactive briefing in Williamsport,
Pennsylvania, that convened over 70 regional rail freight stakeholders from eight counties in Central
Pennsylvania to discuss strategic rail system expansion and improvements, rail freight privatization,
transportation system efficiencies, and links to regional economic development. Participating
stakeholders included direct rail customers and shippers, member-county commissioners, staff
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representatives from local governments, economic and industrial development organizations, energy
companies, manufacturers, and chambers of commerce. The information obtained through this
interactive session helped emphasize the importance of the JRA’s mission of preserving and improving
Central Pennsylvania’s rail freight system and its public-private partnership (P3) with its Operator to
effectively and efficiently conduct the necessary rail system operations.
VISION, MISSION, VALUES, CORE FUNCTIONS AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The vision, mission, values, core functions and guiding principles presented in Table 1 serve as the
principal ideology for the JRA. These core beliefs impart a clear embodiment of the JRA to its member
counties, the general public, shippers, state and federal legislators, and its rail system partners, including
its Operator, shippers, Norfolk Southern, Canadian Pacific Railway, Surface Transportation Board, the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT), the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and
other federal and state agencies. The comprehension and successful fulfillment of these core beliefs
rests with each Authority Board and JRA staff member, and it is their respective duty to exude these
beliefs in their actions and conduct as exemplary representatives of the entire Central Pennsylvania
regional railroad enterprise.
OBJECTIVES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Table 1 also outlines a series of key objectives and recommendations for the JRA’s consideration and
implementation. These objectives are directly supportive of the Authority’s vision, mission, values, and
core functions and their accompanying recommendations, including specific strategies along with
timelines, lead entities responsible for their execution, anticipated costs (where known) and possible
sources of funding necessary for their effective implementation.
PLAN MAINTENANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION
Strategic planning is an ongoing – not static – process of an organization’s self-evaluation, improvement,
and forward thinking. As illustrated in Figure 2, strategic planning requires a holistic approach for an
organization to understand itself both internally and externally. This self-evaluation is achieved through
a series of key questions that examines the organization’s current status in the marketplace, its direction
for the future, and the critical actions and resources necessary to achieve its objectives.
To this end, the JRA is the custodian of this Strategic Plan and it is incumbent upon the Authority’s Board
and staff to both maintain and implement the plan for the System’s continued improvement and
success. The maintenance process requires a frequent and recurring review and evaluation (at least
biannually) of the plan to ensure it is relevant to the JRA’s situation and circumstances. As such, the
plan must be a living document that is subject to change over the course of its implementation.
Changes and modifications should be well documented and incorporated into the plan to ensure
successive Board members, Authority staff, and stakeholders at large understand the JRA’s strategy for
the continued preservation and success of the Central Pennsylvania rail freight system enterprise.
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Figure 2 – Strategic Planning Model

Source: Fieldstone Alliance, accessed May 15, 2012,
http://www.fieldstonealliance.org/client/tools_you_can_use/03-20-08_nonprofit_strat_rev_part_2.cfm.
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Table 1 – SEDA-COG JRA Strategic Plan Summary

Vision: To provide Central Pennsylvania with a world-class railroad enterprise that affords its
customers and partners with the most reliable, efficient, and safest short line system.

Mission: To preserve and foster rail service in Central Pennsylvania and to further economic
development through the retention, improvement, and expansion of the infrastructure and the rail
service it supports.
Core Values:

Core Functions:

Guiding Principles:

•

Excellence

•

•

•

Stewardship

Rail System Preservation
and Improvement

•

Safety

•

Economic Development

•

Integrity

•

Collaboration

Plan and implement regional rail system
projects with member county needs,
private shipper needs, Rail Service
Operator and other stakeholder
interests in balance

•

Leadership

•

Conduct open public JRA Board
meetings with a public forum agenda
item at every meeting

•

Adhere to state Right-to-Know Laws

•

Exercise ethical procurement standards
and procedures that go beyond that
required by the Commonwealth

•

Commit to a professional Code of
Conduct and Ethics Policy for Board
Members, Staff and Operator

•

Maintain a culture of cooperative
problem-solving and partnership with
our local governments, utilities,
shippers, economic development
agencies and property owners

------------------OBJECTIVES AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGES-----------------
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Objective #1: Expand and maintain the JRA’s strong rail system preservation and maintenance
program through its successful public-private partnership (P3) business model.

Recommendations

R1.1 – Continue to annually maintain a four-year
Capital Improvements Plan for the JRA’s assets
(i.e., rail lines, bridges, rail yards, engine houses,
and rights-of-way), and identify the appropriate
sources of funding (private revenue and
competitive public funding) for its successful
implementation.
R1.2 – Strategically prepare for the JRA’s new
Operating Agreement (2017), which will need to
balance the protection of the JRA’s strategic
interests with the selected operator’s need to
operate efficiently. The JRA Board needs to
determine if the selected operator will provide
passenger excursion service in addition to rail
freight service or if a separate RFP should be
issued to retain a qualified passenger rail service
provider.
R1.3 – The JRA should continue to maintain rail
yard site plans (Appendix E) and perform rail
yard surveys for its Gray and Lock Haven yards.
Once performed, rail yard site plans should be
prepared and incorporated into this plan.

Implementation
Timeframe

Anticipated
Cost and
Funding
Source(s)

Lead
Entity(ies)

Ongoing

JRA Annual
Budget

JRA in
conjunction
with its track
and bridge
consulting
engineers

2012 – 2016

JRA Annual
Budget

JRA in
conjunction
with its
Solicitor and
professional
consultant as
deemed
necessary.

TBD

JRA in
conjunction
with its
consulting
engineers

(2015 initiation
of JRA’s Request
for Proposals)

2012 and
ongoing

JRA Annual
Budget
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Objective #2: Proactively identify new industrial real estate properties to facilitate new rail freight
dependent industrial development opportunities.

Recommendations

Implementation
Timeframe

Anticipated
Cost and
Funding
Source(s)

R2.1 – Continue to partner and communicate
with member-county economic development
interests to identify and preserve key rail-served
industrial sites to grow and sustain Central
Pennsylvania’s rail freight system. The JRA
should utilize the prospective rail freight
industrial properties inventoried in Table 9
herein as a starting point to identify
opportunities for creating new rail yards,
expanding existing yards, and constructing new
spurs and sidings.

Ongoing

TBD (based on
site
acquisition
requirements,
etc.)

R2.2 – The JRA should continue to evaluate all
rail yards and adjacent emerging land use and
property analysis to proactively seize
opportunities to enlarge JRA rail yards and
improve rail freight operational capabilities and
effectiveness.

2012 and
ongoing

TBD

Lead
Entity(ies)
JRA in
conjunction
with County
Economic
Development/
Industrial
Development
Corporations/
Authorities
and Planning
Departments
JRA in
conjunction
with County
Economic
Development/
Industrial
Development
Corporations/
Authorities
and Planning
Departments
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Objective #3: Strengthen communications to all JRA stakeholders, including member-county Boards
of Commissioners, rail customers, economic development professionals, chambers of commerce,
passenger excursion sponsors, legislators, news media editorial managers and the general public.

Recommendations

R3.1 – Develop a comprehensive Outreach
Strategy & Communications Plan through a
research, development, and vetting process that
will enable the JRA to provide timely and
effective communications to a host of partners
and stakeholders including, but not limited to,
member-county Boards of Commissioners,
North Shore System and Shippers, state and
federal legislators, SEDA-COG, chambers of
commerce and economic/industrial
development authorities, consulting and project
partners, private lending institutions, the media,
and the general public. Among the key items is
the need to consistently demonstrate value –
both quantitative and qualitative – among
various audiences. Communication strategies
and techniques should consider the following
mediums:








Implementation
Timeframe

Anticipated
Cost and
Funding
Source(s)

2012 and
ongoing

$10,000 $15,000
JRA Annual
Budget

Lead
Entity(ies)

JRA in
conjunction
with SEDACOG

Refreshed website and regular postings of
key information, accomplishments, etc., and
web analytics to track/evaluate visitors
Increased use of social media such as a
Facebook page to reach a broader audience
JRA “State of the System” newsletter
published biannually or at least annually and
distributed through Constant Contact,
followed by facilitated meetings with key
stakeholders
Fact sheets, FAQs, and marketing materials
Press releases and editorial board briefings
Biannual rail freight customer satisfaction
surveys published and administered through
SurveyMonkey.com
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Objective #4: Develop and maintain an effective continuity of operations program to effectively
sustain rail service in Central Pennsylvania.

Recommendations

Implementation
Timeframe

R4.1 – Develop a business Continuity of
Operations (COOP) Plan for the JRA’s
administrative functions. This plan should
include the development of a model of current
and future success competencies for each staff
position and a summary of succession readiness
of each staff person. This plan should also
include the development of a custom designed
training and development plan for internal staff
and development of strategies for filling skills
gaps from external resources.

2012

R4.2 – The JRA should develop a Risk
Management Plan that includes a hazard
vulnerability analysis and risk assessment to
identify and determine the probable hazards
(both man-made, natural, and technological)
affecting the Authority and the Operator’s
enterprise operations. Risk mitigation strategies
should then be outlined that address a variety of
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) solutions,
including considerations of insuring the JRA
Executive Director. This Risk Management Plan
should then be incorporated into an Authority
COOP Plan. (Note: The JRA is considering
retaining Risk Management Solutions, Inc., to
evaluate catastrophic insurance coverage for
strategic bridges that are vital to the rail freight
system.)

2013 – 2014

Anticipated
Cost and
Funding
Source(s)
$10,000 $15,000

Lead
Entity(ies)

JRA

JRA Operating
Budget

$15,000 $25,000
JRA Operating
Budget

JRA in
conjunction
with the
Operator
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R4.3 – The JRA should strongly consider the
feasibility of integrating its Microsoft Accessbased asset management system into SEDACOG’s current GIS platform and determining the
licensing requirements for the JRA’s access and
use. This integration approach will maximize the
JRA’s ability to leverage SEDA-COG’s spatial data
inventory for its use and will provide an industry
standard spatial management platform (i.e.,
ESRI) and long-term technical support that will
not be afforded through the JRA’s independent
software customization approach. In addition,
the JRA should also consider utilizing SEDACOG’s GIS Analyst staff person (or a third party
procurement in lieu of) to obtain the
professional technical assistance services
necessary to fulfill the Authority’s spatial data
management and mapping needs. Utilization of
SEDA-COG’s existing GIS Analyst would require
an agreement between the JRA and COG that
considers among other items the needs and
shared costs responsibilities for GIS hardware
and software upgrades necessary to support the
Authority’s needs.

2013 – 2015

R4.4 – The JRA should strongly consider
developing a comprehensive records
management system that maximizes both hard
copy (dry storage) and electronic (e.g.,
document imaging, Cloud Computing
technology, etc.) storage and data backup
methods. Such a system should also consider a
consolidated approach whereby a single facility
or space (on-site or off-site) may be dedicated
for the JRA’s record storage requirements over
the next 10 to 20 years. In addition, the JRA
should also consider a vital records protection
and document retention policy as a component
to an overall COOP Plan.

2012 and
Ongoing

R4.5 – The JRA should enact and enforce an
ethics policy to formally prescribe a code of
conduct for adherence by Authority members
and staff. A proposed Code of Conduct and
Ethics Policy is provided in Appendix G.

TBD
JRA Operating
Budget

2012

TBD
JRA Operating
Budget

N/A

JRA in
conjunction
with SEDACOG

JRA in
conjunction
with SEDACOG

JRA in
conjunction
with its
Solicitor
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Objective #5: Continue to improve and build upon the JRA and Operator’s strong rail operations.

Implementation
Timeframe

Anticipated
Cost and
Funding
Source(s)

R5.1 – Maintain access to the Class I service
providers (i.e., Norfolk Southern and Canadian
Pacific) through effective rail Interchange
Service Agreements and extensive and effective
communication to ensure that the short line and
the Class I providers function as a single system.
This also includes the need for the JRA to
continue monitoring changes in the system (e.g.,
future ownership status of the Canadian Pacific
line) that would affect connectivity with Class I
carriers.

Ongoing

TBD

JRA in
conjunction
with Class I
Operators

R5.2 – Continue to diversify the Operator’s rail
freight customer portfolio to ensure it can
sustain an eventual decline of the shale gas
boom. This includes expanding the system’s
market opportunities by strategically adding railserved industrial site capacity and establishing
relations with marine and inland port terminals.
Performance metrics related to the Operator’s
marketing and sales activities as obligated under
the Operating Agreement should be considered.

Ongoing

TBD

JRA in
conjunction
with the
Operator

R5.3 – The JRA should establish a
comprehensive performance metrics system to
objectively evaluate the overall rail system
enterprise. Such a system should not only
evaluate rail system improvements and its
operational performance, but also measure
other critical success factors such as safety and
environmental performance records.

Ongoing

TBD

JRA in
conjunction
with the
Operator

R5.4 – The JRA in association with the Keystone
State Railroad Association (KSRRA) should
continue to voice its strong support for and need
to restore funding to PennDOT’s Rail Freight
Assistance Program (RFAP).

Ongoing

TBD

JRA in
conjunction
with KSRRA

Recommendations

Lead
Entity(ies)
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R5.5 – Continue to partner with rail shippers and
county economic/industrial development
organizations to secure competitive public
funding awards for the betterment of Central
Pennsylvania’s rail freight system.

Ongoing

TBD

JRA in
conjunction
with member
counties and
other eligible
applicants

Objective #6: Create a Governance Committee to enable the Authority to consider requests to
expand the JRA membership and to expand and improve the rail system enterprise, as well as to
incorporate policy changes therein as necessitated by this Strategic Plan.

Recommendations

R6.1 – The JRA should create a Standing
Committee entitled, “Governance Committee”
whose duty would be to monitor JRA
effectiveness in regard to JRA Board member
development, Board functioning, Board-staff
relations, JRA-member county relations and
communications, as well as to spearhead
updating the Authority’s current Bylaws by
considering such policies as the JRA’s Joinder
Process for prospective new member counties,
Code of Conduct and Ethics, public relations, and
other policies deemed necessary and concurrent
with the Pennsylvania Municipal Authorities Act
and other applicable statutes.

Implementation
Time Frame

Anticipated
Cost and
Funding
Source(s)

2012 – 2013

TBD
JRA Operating
Budget

Lead
Entity(ies)

JRA in
conjunction
with its
Solicitor
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ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Through the fortitudinous and visionary leadership of the
SEDA-Council of Governments (SEDA-COG) Board of
Directors, the SEDA-COG Joint Rail Authority (JRA) was
ultimately organized in 1983 as a joint municipal authority
under the Pennsylvania Municipality Authorities Act of
1945 (P.L. 382) in response to the impending loss of rail
freight service in portions of Central Pennsylvania. Today,
the JRA owns five rail lines encompassing nearly 200 miles
of track that traverses through nine Central Pennsylvania
counties (i.e., Blair, Centre, Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming,
Mifflin, Montour, Northumberland, and Union) and
provides rail freight service to approximately 100 shippers.

“The Municipality Authorities Act of
1945 describes an authority as ’a body
corporate and politic’ authorized to
acquire, construct, finance, improve,
maintain and operate projects, provide
financing for insurance reserves, make
loans, and to borrow money and issue
bonds to finance them.” (p. 2)
Source: Governor’s Center for Local Government
Services, “Municipal Authorities in Pennsylvania,"
9th edition, August 2002. Also, 53 Pa. C.S.
§5602 and 5607.

Operations on the JRA rail lines are provided through the JRA’s cost-efficient and exemplary publicprivate partnership (P3) with the selected professional service Operator, the Susquehanna Union
Railroad Company (SURC, herein after referred to as the Operator) and its subsidiary railroad
companies: Juniata Valley Railroad (JVRR), Lycoming Valley Railroad (LVRR), Nittany & Bald Eagle
Railroad (NBER), North Shore Railroad (NSHR) and Shamokin Valley Railroad (SVRR).1 The Operator was
selected in 1984 through the JRA’s professional services request for proposal (RFP) process. Based on
the Operator’s successful performance, the JRA subsequently renewed the professional services
agreement to include term enhancements benefitting the Authority’s railroad assets. In 2007, the
Operator’s professional services agreement was renewed based on the JRA’s successful negotiations,
which – among other term enhancements – doubled the Authority’s operating fee percentage from 5
percent to 10 percent of gross freight revenue and required the Operator to maintain the rail lines at a
standard exceeding that imposed by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA).
It is important to note that Richard Robey was the former sole owner of the railroad operating
companies since their original incorporation. However, in July 2010 and again in June 2012, the JRA
approved transactions pursuant to which Mr. Robey sold his shares in the Operator and its subsidiary
companies ultimately to the Operator’s management staff. These transactions resulted in Mr. Robey’s
retirement from the Operator’s rail operations and the ultimate transfer and vestment of ownership and
control of the Operator to the existing management staff.

1

The Union County Industrial Railroad (UCIR) is also a subsidiary of SURC, but is not one of the operating
companies engaged by the JRA. The UCIR line spans 12 miles extending from the village of Winfield north to the
New Columbia and is not part of the JRA system. Extending north from New Columbia to the village of Allenwood
is a four mile span of the former White Deer and Reading Railroad (WDRR). The southern 1.5 miles of this four
mile segment is leased by the JRA from the Central Pennsylvania Chapter of the National Railway Historical Society
and the northern 2.5 miles is owned by the JRA.
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The JRA owns land, rights-of-way, engine houses, various structures, and railroad tracks and retains the
professional services of an Operator to provide operating service to shippers within the constituent
counties. Through this arrangement, the JRA has become a model for successful public-private rail
partnerships. Under the existing operating agreement, the JRA provides its Operator with the exclusive
right to use the railroad premises from January 1, 2007, to June 30, 2017, in exchange for an operating
fee – based on 10 percent of gross freight revenue, 15 percent of Norfolk Southern track usage rights
and 25 percent of car storage – paid to the JRA by the Operator. Under the agreement, the Operator is
responsible for “all equipment and facilities necessary to provide safe and adequate rail service
(locomotives, rolling stock, maintenance equipment, office space, other facilities, etc.), taxes, utilities,
and fees associated with the use of the railroad as well as costs necessary to maintain the railroad
premises in accordance with the Authority’s standards or to the condition to which they have been
improved.”2 The Operator is also responsible for the employment of all operating, sales, customer
service and management personnel. The Authority, in turn, is responsible for all necessary capital
improvements to the railroad premises.
Figure 3 – JRA Public-Private Partnership Model

JRA

Private Operator

Owns railroad property track, yards,
bridges, rights-of-way , engine houses

Provides rail service to customers (buys
locomotives and hires train crews)

Responsible for capital upgrades

Performs annual track maintenance

Helps develop rail-served industrial
properties

Markets rail services

Together, the JRA and its Operator have successfully restored and expanded upon Central
Pennsylvania’s rail freight system, which provides the area’s industries with critical, sustainable, and
cost-effective transportation linkages to regional and national markets. Short line railroad systems such
as the JRA play a critical role in the Class I rail freight carrier supply chain hierarchy and are the
backbone to Pennsylvania’s rail freight road industry, which is a dominant force among the nation’s
railroading states (Table 2).

2

SEDA-COG JRA Operating Agreement between the Authority and the Operator dated December 31, 2006,
effective January 1, 2007.
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Table 2 – Pennsylvania Rail Freight Industry Highlights
Category

State Ranking (out of 51)

Statistic

Number of Freight Railroads

1

55

Freight Railroad Miles

5

4,973

Rail Tons Originated by State

9

48,930,000

Rail Tons Terminated by State

12

56,270,000

Rail Carloads Originated by State

9

782,400

Rail Carloads Terminated by State

7

962,500

Freight Railroad Employees

8

6,490

Avg. Wage per Employee

8

$65,639

Railroad Retirement Beneficiaries

1

34,470

Source: Association of American Railroads, 2009.

JRA AND NORTH SHORE SYSTEM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The JRA and Operator’s P3 success is measured not only by its accomplishment of restoring,
maintaining, and operating nearly 200 miles of rail lines, but also by the following achievements:


Increased carload density from 23.6 carloads per track mile in 1985 to 150.5 carloads per track
mile in 2011, and sustained growth since 1997 at a peak of 200 track miles (Figure 4).



Increased number of rail freight shippers from 20 in 1983 to 100 in 2011.
−

Customer density (shippers per mile of track owned by the JRA) is double that of 1983.



Increased number of rail freight user industry jobs from approximately 3,000 in 1983 to over
10,000 in 2011.



Selected as one of only three nationwide demonstrations for the FRA’s Pilot Emergency
Notification System (ENS) Highway-Rail Grade Crossings (2001).3
−
−

Circa 1995, the JRA and the Operator have collectively upgraded over 53 highway-rail
grade crossings throughout the region.
The JRA has participated in Operation Lifesaver, which is a nationwide, nonprofit public
information program dedicated to eliminating collisions, injuries, and fatalities at
highway-rail grade crossings and on railroad rights-of-way.

3

Federal Railroad Administration, “Pilot Programs for Emergency Notification Systems at Highway-Rail Grade
Crossings,” accessed March 15, 2012, http://www.fra.dot.gov/downloads/safety/1_800_report.pdf.
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Figure 4 – Carload Density and Track Mileage Comparison Trends

Rail Line
Acquisition
Timeline

NSHR
NBER

SVRR
NBER

LVRR
NBER
JVRR

Source: SEDA-COG JRA and SURC, 2012.



Selected as one of only three nationwide demonstrations for the FRA’s Pilot Emergency
Notification System (ENS) Highway-Rail Grade Crossings (2001).4
−

Circa 1995, the JRA and the Operator have collectively upgraded over 53 highway-rail
grade crossings throughout the region.



In 2011, the Operator purchased $6.2 million of goods and services from nearly 600
Pennsylvania-based vendors located in 47 counties. Sixty-eight percent (68%) or 409 of the total
vendors were located in one of the JRA’s eight member counties (Figure 5).



By the end of 2013, the JRA will have managed and invested $43 million in railroad capital
improvements since 2004. These improvements entail the following:

4

Federal Railroad Administration, “Pilot Programs for Emergency Notification Systems at Highway-Rail Grade
Crossings,” accessed March 15, 2012, http://www.fra.dot.gov/downloads/safety/1_800_report.pdf.
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−

$18 million in rail system improvements,
upgrades, and expansions between 2004 –
2010
15 projects under the JRA’s Federal
Transportation Investment Generating
Economic Recovery (TIGER) II grant of over
$11 million in 2011 (Figure 6)
Implemented nearly $25 million in projects in
six counties in 2011

−

−

Figure 5 – SURC and Affiliated
Railroad Company Vendors



Recognized as a model P3 under the World Bank’s
“Freight Transport for Development Policy Toolkit,”5
which provides exemplary freight transport models
for developing countries consideration. The
particular case study on the JRA aims to show how
rail connectivity can contribute to rural economic
development and regional competiveness. It also illustrates the that financial risk sharing
between government and potential beneficiaries and sharing of responsibilities between public
and private sector entities increase the chance of success of the rail development project since it
ensures commitment of all parties.



The JRA’s proficient and active participation in the railroad industry has been recognized
through the following achievements and activities:
−

2007 recipient of Norfolk Southern’s Industrial Development Short Line Award

−

The JRA’s Executive Director is an active participant in Pennsylvania’s rail freight
industry through his involvement and duties with the following entities:

−




Treasurer, Keystone State Railroad Association (KSRRA)



Member, Pennsylvania Rail Freight Advisory Committee (Gubernatorial
appointment)



Member, Pennsylvania Transportation Finance Advisory Commission
(Gubernatorial appointment)

The JRA has hosted the Pennsylvania Rail Freight Seminar a total of seven times; the last
four of which were hosted consecutively.

The Operator has provided exemplary service as the JRA’s Operator and its competence,
professionalism, and outstanding performance has been recognized through the following
awards:
−
−

2003 and 2004 – American Short Line Railroad Association (ASLRRA) Marketing Award
2004 – Railway Age Short Line of the Year: Nittany & Bald Eagle Railroad (NBER)

5

The World Bank, “Advancing Rural Economic Development Through Public Investment in Short Line Railroads Through
SEDA-COG Joint Rail Authority,” accessed March 19, 2011,
http://www.ppiaf.org/freighttoolkit/sites/default/files/casestudies/SEDA-COGpdf.pdf.
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−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

2004 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: North Shore Outstanding Business
Development
2005 – Named one of PA Business Central Newspaper’s “Top 100 Small Businesses” in
Central Pennsylvania
2006 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: NBER Marketing Initiative Award from
Metals & Construction Group
2006-2010 – Various Jake Awards with Distinction for achieving a perfect safety record
with no reportable injuries
2007 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: NBER Marketing Initiative Award from
Paper, Clay & Forest Products Team
2008 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: North Shore Railroad System 2502 Platinum
Award for Increased Volumes
2008 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: North Shore Railroad System Marketing
Initiative Award from Metals & Construction Group
2008 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: North Shore Railroad System Marketing
Initiative Award from Chemicals Team
2010 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: Lycoming Valley Railroad Marketing
Initiative from Metals & Construction Group
2010 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: Lycoming Valley Railroad 2502 Platinum
Award for Increased Volumes
2010 – ASLRRA Marketing Award
2011 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: Lycoming Valley Railroad Marketing
Achievement for Most Customer-Focused Short Line from Metals & Construction Group
2011 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: Lycoming Valley Railroad 2502 Platinum
Award for Increased Volumes
2011 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: NBER 2502 Platinum Award for Increased
Volumes
2011 – The Greater Susquehanna Valley YMCA, Sunbury Branch Award for Outstanding
Service Recognition
2012 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: Lycoming Valley Railroad Platinum Award
for 2502 Program for New Business Over 1,000 Carloads
2012 – Norfolk Southern Marketing Award: Nittany Bald Eagle Railroad Platinum Award
for 2502 Program for New Business Over 1,000 Carloads
2012 – Norfolk Southern Marketng Award: Shamokin Valley Railroad Bronze Award for
2502 Program New Business, 251-300 carloads
2012 –Norfolk Southern General Managers “Operating Achievement Award: Juniata
Valley Railroad
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Figure 6 – JRA TIGER II Capital Rail freight Infrastructure Investments

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.
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HISTORY
Since its incorporation in 1957, the Susquehanna
Economic Development Association (SEDA) has provided
the Central Pennsylvania region with planning,
development, and community services to address regional
needs that transcend the boundaries of any one
municipality or county. Today, through cooperative
efforts with county and municipal agencies, SEDA-COG
continually strives to respond to the present and
anticipated future conditions of the region through
“quality growth and prudent development.” In over 40
years of operation (i.e., since SEDA’s 1972 reorganization),
SEDA-COG has successfully completed and implemented
key projects to ensure the health and stability of the
region, including water quality and flood control plans,
transportation planning, establishment of emergency
communications centers, funding acquisition for local
projects, and housing rehabilitation projects, and has
provided financing to assist the expansion of existing
companies to encourage new economic and business
growth. Among its many significant accomplishments,
SEDA-COG spearheaded the initiative to address the
region’s rail freight preservation strategy.
RAIL FREIGHT PRESERVATION STRATEGY
Spurred by the bankruptcy of the six major northeast
railroads in the 1970s, and to ensure access to rail service
for the region, the federal government formed the
Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail) in 1976. Due to
Interstate Commerce Commission regulations limiting its
ability to compete with truck transportation, Conrail was
initially unprofitable despite heavy federal funding. Easing
of federal regulations in the early 1980s through the
Staggers Rail Act of 1980 and the Northeast Rail Service
Act of 1981, made possible the abandonment of many
unprofitable lines, some of which were located in Central
Pennsylvania. SEDA-COG recognized the need to provide
continuing access to rail service for rail-dependent
businesses and for the purposes of future regional
economic development. Without such service, many

THE STAGGERS RAIL ACT EFFECT
“The passage of the Staggers Act in
1980 partially deregulated railroads.
Partial deregulation of the industry
allowed the railroads to consolidate
and gave them the flexibility to control
costs and enter into contract pricing. As
a consequence, the long-term decline
of the U.S. rail freight industry prior to
Staggers was reversed. Since the early
1980s, the total number of Class I
railroads went from 26 to 7. The
number of miles of road owned by
these railroads has declined from
nearly 165,000 miles in 1980 to
nearly 94,000 miles in 2008. All told,
railroad productivity has increased
substantially, as more freight moves
over a denser network. Duplicative
routes and branch lines that were sold
by the Class I’s are now being
operated by smaller railroads. Class I
railroads also spun off some routes that
became viable Class II or ’regional
railroads’ that offer mainline service
and connections to multiple Class I’s
and short lines. The Class I’s also shed
lightly used branch lines, allowing short
line operators to maintain rail service
that might otherwise have been
abandoned without the sale. This has
created an important niche for the
smaller railroads, which focus on local
customer service.” (pp. 20 – 21)
Source: Federal Railroad Administration,
“Preliminary National Railroad Plan,”
accessed May 22, 2012,
http://ontrackamerica.org/files/RailPlanPr
elim10-15.pdf.
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regional businesses were facing the prospect of closing their doors or relocating, as many were unable
to ship materials and products through other means.
To prevent the impending loss of rail service, SEDA-COG began contemplating the acquisition of several
lines from Conrail and did so through an Appalachian Regional Commission-financed feasibility study
known as the “SEDA-COG Rail Preservation Project” (March 1983). In April 1983, the SEDA-COG Board
of Directors endorsed the organization of a five-county municipal authority to consist of Centre,
Columbia, Montour, Northumberland, and Union counties, as the legal entity to implement the strategy
given SEDA-COG's concerns over the legal implications of owning rail lines. The SEDA-COG Board of
Director’s endorsement was based on the need to minimize SEDA-COG’s risk associated with the rail
preservation strategy and to create an appropriate entity having the legal authority to secure bond
financing. The proposed authority was to replace the rail line preservation activities of SEDA-COG, and
the ad hoc Bloomsburg Rail Users Advisory Committee and the Bellefonte Railroad Task Force.6
On June 30, 1983, the JRA was formally incorporated as a legal entity under the Pennsylvania
Municipality Authorities Act of 1945. According to the ordinances of the member counties approving
the JRA’s incorporation, the JRA was formed to:
“[F]inance, construct or otherwise acquire, purchase, hold, lease or sub-lease, either in
the capacity of lessor or lessee, land, rail lines, buildings or other facilities to be devoted
wholly or partially for the operation of rail lines, for public uses, or for any other
purpose permitted by the Municipality Authorities Act of 1945, whether said projects
are situated in the Counties of Centre, Columbia, Montour, Northumberland or Union,
or elsewhere in the Commonwealth."
With the goal of protecting the region’s rail-dependent industries and rail-related jobs, the JRA was to
provide public oversight of the soon-to-be-acquired rail lines and to see to the implementation of the
Rail Service Preservation Strategy. To accomplish this, the JRA planned to own the acquired rail lines
and contract with a private Operator who would provide rail service. As a first step, SEDA-COG
considered the acquisition of one line from Northumberland to Berwick and three shorter lines in Centre
County for a total of $5 million.
As shown in Table 3, funding for the newly created JRA came through a variety of sources, including the
FRA, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and most importantly, from local public and private sources
(i.e., User Contributions). User Contributions in excess of $484,000 were of great importance as it
showed strong local commitment to the preservation of rail service for the region and helped to
leverage public funding. Following the selection of an Operator to provide service, Conrail and the JRA
finalized the acquisition of the first group of lines (the North Shore Railroad and Nittany & Bald Eagle
Railroad) on July 27, 1984. Throughout 1985 and 1986, additional lines were acquired in Centre County

6

Allen Bubb, SEDA-COG Joint Rail Authority: 25 Years of Rail Freight Preservation in Central Pennsylvania, accessed
April 3, 2012, http://sedacograil.org/Documents/SEDA-COG_JRA_Aug_1,_2008_version.pdf.
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providing new connections with other rail lines and resulting in the addition of Clinton County to the
JRA. Further acquisition and expansion occurred throughout the late 1980s and 1990s as the JRA
continued to purchase additional lines from Conrail. Discovering that Conrail intended to abandon lines
in the Shamokin area in 1985, the JRA began proceedings to acquire the Shamokin Cluster and ensure
that local businesses continued to have important access to rail. This newly acquired line, later to
become the Shamokin Valley Railroad, was finally acquired in December of 1988 to provide Sunbury and
Shamokin area shippers with access to Conrail’s main line between Harrisburg and Buffalo.
By 1996, the JRA had finalized agreements to purchase what would later be known as the Lycoming
Valley Railroad and Juniata Valley Railroad from Conrail, thus providing greater efficiency through
additional connections, increased dividends, and stronger economic stability for the region. In 1997, a
10-year goal of the JRA was realized as additional portions of the Bald Eagle Branch were acquired
creating a direct connection with Conrail’s Pittsburgh line at Tyrone and its Buffalo line at Lock Haven. In
the same year, Lycoming County became the JRA’s seventh member. The last member of the JRA,
Mifflin County, joined on July 10, 2002 as a result of the Juniata Valley Railroad’s presence in the County.
The JRA is currently considering interest expressed by other counties – including Blair County – to
become Authority members.
Table 3 – SEDA-COG JRA 1983 Rail Preservation Financial Package
Source

Amount

Use

EDA Title IX Grant

$2,000,000

Acquisition, rehabilitation, and related
expenses

Federal Railroad Administration

$ 835,450

Rehabilitation of Bloomsburg Branch

PennDOT (Capital Budget)

$ 300,000

Rehabilitation of Centre County lines

PennDOT (Capital Budget)

$ 150,000

Rehabilitation of Bloomsburg Branch

PennDOT (Capital Budget)

$ 550,000

Acquisition of Centre County lines and
Bloomsburg Branch

User Contributions

$ 484,540

Local match for EDA and FRA grants

Total

$4,319,990

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
JRA BOARD
As specified under its Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws (Appendices A and B, respectively), the JRA is
governed by a 16-member Board comprised of two representatives from each of the eight member
counties and appointed by the Board of County Commissioners. The Officers of the Board of the
Authority consist of a Chairman, Vice Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer, Assistant Secretary, and an
Assistant Treasurer who are elected at the annual meeting of the Board of the Authority for a one year
term. The Chairman, Vice Chairman, Treasurer and Committee Chairs are nominated and elected from
the Authority’s existing Board members. The Board of the Authority conducts regular monthly meetings
in addition to holding an annual organizational meeting in January.
JRA COMMITTEES
Article IV of the JRA Bylaws authorizes the Board Chairman to designate special committees that provide
advice and recommendations for action to be taken by the Authority. The JRA has an Operating
Agreement Committee, a Capital Budget and Property Management Committee, and a Passenger
Excursions Committee. Each committee is comprised of appointed JRA Board members and is overseen
by an appointed chairperson. The JRA Board Chairman serves as an ex-officio member of each
committee.
OPERATING AGREEMENT COMMITTEE
The Operating Agreement Committee’s mission is to:






monitor agreement compliance;
evaluate Operator succession plans;
evaluate candidate Operator(s);
evaluate change of control proposals via detailed analyses; and
make recommendations to the full JRA Board.

A copy of the JRA’s 2007 Operating Agreement is provided in Appendix C.
CAPITAL BUDGET AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
The Capital Budget and Property Management Committee’s mission is to:








develop, review, and recommend a Capital Budget to the full JRA Board for review and approval;
define a timetable for major system projects;
review property disposition;
review property encroachment applications;
monitor JRA property conditions;
make recommendations to the full JRA Board; and
prepare master plans for each JRA railroad yard for adoption by the JRA Board.
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PASSENGER EXCURSIONS COMMITTEE
The Passenger Excursions Committee’s mission is to:





plan, schedule, and oversee arrangements for excursions in coordination with the JRA staff,
requesting sponsor, the Operator, Penn Valley Railroad, LLC (Penn Valley Railroad) and local
sponsoring organizations;
conduct monitoring and general oversight of the passenger excursions on behalf of the JRA; and
report financial outcomes of all excursions to the JRA and participating parties in coordination
with JRA staff.

One of the JRA and Operator’s community service initiatives are their continued commitment to their
Rail Passenger Excursion Agreement (Appendix D) with the Penn Valley Railroad, which partners with
the third-party sponsors shown in Table 4 to provide seasonal passenger rail excursions throughout
Central Pennsylvania. Both the JRA and the Operator fully underwrite the entire costs of the excursions,
which includes train operations and the like. Sixty (60) percent of the gross passenger excursion ticket
sales goes to Penn Valley Railroad and the balance is provided to the respective excursion sponsor.
None of the ticket sale proceeds are allocated to the JRA or the Operator. These excursions have been
well received and greatly enjoyed by the general public and serve as another shining example of the
JRA’s successful P3 business model and community partner.
The Passenger Excursions Committee’s diligent oversight of the JRA’s rail excursion MOU has identified
for the Committee, in concert with the sponsors and the Operator, a set of operational guidelines
governing the sponsors’ advertising materials, print content on tickets, and control of ticket sales in
relation to seating capacity.
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE (PROPOSED)
The JRA should consider creating a new Standing Committee entitled, “Governance Committee” whose
duties would entail the following:


Spearheading a comprehensive review and update of the JRA’s current Bylaws to include
consideration of the JRA’s Joinder Process for prospective new member counties. Principles
that should be contemplated by the Governance Committee pertaining to the Joinder Process
and the associated JRA Bylaw amendments may include the following:
o A petition (i.e., by resolution or Letter of Intent) must be initiated by and received from
a prospective member-county’s Board of Commissioners;
o A JRA railroad customer base exists within a prospective member-county, or is likely to
occur;
o The JRA is investing or has under consideration plans to invest capital expenditures in
that county;
o An existing rail line located within a prospective member-county is subject to
abandonment or an existing rail line has the potential to be extended into that county;
and
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o





A prospective member-county is contiguous to an existing JRA member-county, or other
SEDA-COG county.
Monitoring the Authority’s effectiveness relative to Board member development, Board
functioning, Board-staff relations and JRA-member county relations and communications;
Developing a Code of Conduct and Ethics for Board members and Authority staff; and
Evaluation of other policies deemed necessary and concurrent with the Pennsylvania Municipal
Authorities Act and other applicable statutes.

JRA STAFF
As a municipal authority, the JRA is an instrumentality of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and is not
an agent or representative of its member counties. Furthermore, the JRA is also independent of SEDACOG and contracts with SEDA-COG to provide personnel administration, facilities, and processes. SEDACOG provides the Authority with the necessary technical and operational support.
The JRA is staffed by two and one-half (2.5) full-time equivalent (FTE) employees that consist of an
executive director (1 FTE), property and maintenance-of-way manager (1 FTE), and a program assistant
(0.5 FTE). The staff perform the day-to-day administrative functions of the Authority, which include
management and oversight of the railroad system’s various capital improvement projects; capital
budgeting, finance, and grants administration; real estate management; contract bidding, letting, and
administration; and other related functions. These functions are not performed by the Operator. The
JRA’s administrative staff needs are not only necessary, but are extremely efficient and highly effective
given their responsibility for maintaining 200 miles of track and associated real estate, overseeing an
annual budget of $2.3 million, and implementing capital improvements program in excess of $46 million.
The JRA’s staffing challenge is one of business continuity and succession planning. The executive
director and property and maintenance-of-way manager have an irreplaceable wealth of experience and
knowledge regarding the JRA’s history, culture, and system operations. Both, however, are nearing
retirement age within the next 8 to 15 years, and there is a future need to groom their successors to
ensure continuity of the JRA’s vision and mission put forth by this plan. To that end, it is strongly
recommended that the JRA Board and staff develop a business continuity and succession plan by closely
examining future skills and management requirements, identifying current staff skills and capabilities,
and determining the potential for staff development.
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Table 4 – 2012 JRA and Operator Passenger Excursions Trips and Sponsors
Total Number of
CY 2012 Trips

Track

Sponsor

18

LVRR

Williamsport-Lycoming County Visitors Bureau

14

NBER

Bellefonte Historical Railroad Society

2

NSHR

Columbia/Montour Visitors Bureau

4

NSHR

Danville Iron Heritage Committee

2

NSHR

Roaring Creek & Catawissa Valley Historical Study Group

8

NSHR

Downtown Bloomsburg, Inc.

3

SVRR

Shamokin Anthracite Festival & Roaring Creek & Catawissa
Valley Historical Study Group (RC CVH Study Group)

3

SVRR

Sunbury Riverfest Committee Sunbury Revitalization, Inc.

6

SVRR

Fort Discovery

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.

STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND THREATS (SWOT) ANALYSIS
Originated by Albert S. Humphrey7 in the 1960s, SWOT analysis is a simple, yet powerful, strategic
planning tool that facilitates an organization’s comprehension of both the internal (i.e., Strengths and
Weaknesses) and external (i.e., Opportunities and Threats) factors affecting its ability to strengthen its
overall position in the marketplace (Figure 7). For the JRA, a SWOT analysis helps it to identify the
positive and negative forces and their affect on the Authority’s ability to continue to successfully achieve
its vision and mission. The JRA’s strategic planning process has afforded its Board, staff, and Operator
(i.e., the Operator) to independently participate in a SWOT analysis. Delta facilitated three individual
SWOT analyses: one each for the JRA Board (November 11, 2011), Operator (November 16, 2011) and
JRA staff (December 8, 2011). The combined results of these analyses are presented in Table 5, and as
shown, the responses receiving priority concern and consensus among SWOT participants are
highlighted while non-consensus responses are listed accordingly.

7

Albert S. Humphrey (June 2, 1926 - October 31, 2005) was an American business and management consultant
who specialized in organizational management and cultural change.
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Figure 7 – SWOT Model

Strengths
•

Weaknesses

Opportunities
•

•

Internal characteristics of the JRA that
give it a positive advantage in the rail
freight transportation marketplace.

Internal characteristics that place the JRA
at a disadvantage in the rail freight
transportation marketplace.

Threats
•

External chances for the JRA to
positively improve its performance in
the rail freight transportation
marketplace.

External elements that could negatively
affect the JRA’s success in the rail freight
transportation marketplace.

Table 5 – JRA Strategic Planning SWOT Analysis Results

Strengths (Internal)

Weaknesses (Internal)

Consensus Responses (greater than or equal to 3
responses):

Consensus Responses (greater than or equal to 3
responses):





STAFF KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE, AND REPUTATION
CURRENT BUSINESS MODEL
BOARD DIVERSITY, REPUTATION, LEADERSHIP, AND
DEDICATION







COLLABORATIVE EFFORT
FEDERAL AND STATE FUNDING
OPERATOR
FINANCIAL VALUE, STABILITY, AND MANAGEMENT
COMMUNITY OUTREACH/PUBLIC RELATIONS

Non-Consensus Responses (2 responses):



Strength of existing traffic base
Quality of consultants

Individual Responses (1 response):









Flexibility
Marcellus Shale
Partnerships that create family-sustaining
jobs
Quality of project planning and
implementation
Best engine for economic development
Condition of assets
Forward thinking
Public ownership of tracks








BOARD PERSONAL AGENDAS, LACK OF
FORTHRIGHTNESS, AND LACK OF MUTUAL RESPECT
MICROMANAGEMENT BY BOARD
BOARD MEETINGS ARE INEFFICIENT
OPERATING AGREEMENT – CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION,
TERMINATION, ETC.
LACK OF COMMUNICATION
RELATIONSHIP WITH OPERATOR

Non-Consensus Responses (2 responses):



Loss of integrity/ethical standards
Political/Public pressure

Individual Responses (1 response):







Lack of competitive access to another Class I
railroad
Lack of clear policy and code of ethics
Poor and irresponsible legal advice (reference
to 2007 Operating Agreement)
Lack of master strategy/plan (reactive vs.
proactive)
Lack of strength in external linkages
(Chambers/IDAs)
Weakness in Human Resources
policies/procedures
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Strengths (Internal)










Nontraditional project implementation
Poised for future infrastructure
improvements
Contract with SEDA-COG for support services
JRA is economically minded
JRA’s reputation and credibility
Independence from SEDA-COG
Good legal counsel
Accountability
Transparency

Weaknesses (Internal)








Limited suitable property sites for online
industrial development
Struggle with functioning as railroad owner
and forum for shipper concerns
Lack of control of factors related to Class I
connector (rates, service, etc.)
Dependence on Operator for business
Staff relationship with Operator compromises
contract enforcement and compliance
Board is too big
Staff burnout

Opportunities (External)

Threats (External)

Consensus Responses (greater than or equal to 3
responses):

Consensus Responses (greater than or equal to 3
responses):





EXPAND/IMPROVE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICE
AREA



BEHAVIOR AND/OR PERSONAL AGENDAS OF STAFF AND
BOARD
COMPETITIVE ACCESS OUT OF JRA’S CONTROL

INCREASE COMMUNICATION AND PARTNERSHIPS WITH 
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS AND IDAS/IDCS
Non-Consensus Responses (2 responses):
Non-Consensus Responses (2 responses):
 Risks associated with having only one Class I
 Improve relationship with Norfolk Southern
carrier
 Enhance/expand marketing
 Misconceptions regarding business models
and related benefits
 Facilitate/promote new economic
development
 External market forces
 Restore Board’s ethical standards and
Individual Responses (1 response):
confidence in autonomy
 Reduction in state and federal funding
Individual Responses (1 response):
 Increased competition – transload facilities by
 Evaluate new operating model
other railroads
 Rail acquisitions
 Increased Board size/decreased efficiency as
service area expands
 Energy-related opportunities
 Use strategic planning – solidify mission/role  Lack of diversity in the JRA portfolio
 NIMBY organizations as traffic and customers
 Chance for a fresh start
expand
 Collaborate on rail-trail efforts
 Passive nature of some Board members not to
 Lower freight costs to shippers through rail
challenge threats
service to shippers outside the area
 Low oil prices = increased competition
 Property acquisition
 Change of control at Operator level
 Evaluate staff and facility needs
 Alleged erosion of confidence of Norfolk
 Leverage recent shifts from trucking to rail
Southern in the JRA
 Increase communication and partnerships
 Inefficient Board meetings
with county IDAs/IDCs
 No plan for staff succession
 Improve relationship with Operator
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PERFORMANCE METRICS
Since 1983, the JRA’s public oversight of Central Pennsylvania’s short line system has served as an
invaluable business model for preserving rail freight service to SEDA-COG region businesses and
industries. The JRA’s P3 model has not only preserved rail freight service, but has financially sustained
each of the region’s rail lines; some of which were abandoned under the government-owned Conrail
ownership because they did not meet minimum financial thresholds.
To ensure the JRA’s continued success, the JRA’s P3 model should be evaluated through a series of
performance metrics, which are particular values or characteristics designated to measure input, output,
outcome, efficiency, or effectiveness of a particular organization. The JRA should establish a
comprehensive performance metrics system to objectively evaluate the overall rail system enterprise.
Such a system should not only evaluate rail system improvements and its operational performance, but
also measure other critical success factors such as safety and environmental performance records.
According to a 2008 Leonard Transportation Center, California State University San Bernardino
commissioned study titled, “Performance Metrics Used by Freight Transport Providers,”8
Performance measurement in the freight transport industry has attracted two realms of
interest: that of the public sector, and that of the providers. The public sector is keenly
interested in measures that justify policy decisions, such as asset productivity, total
shipments, total flow, and so forth. The public sector is also interested in measures that
indicate how well regulations and standards are being met. These would include
environmental and safety measures, such as total fleet emissions of criteria pollutants,
employee injuries, and fatalities. The providers have an interest in economic measures,
such as aspects of financial performance, along with equipment, load, haul, employee,
and customer service measures. The two realms cross over in only a few areas; for
example, productivity, load and haul are all related, are of interest in the public and
private sectors. (p. 1)
The following table provides a series of recommended metrics for the JRA’s consideration and further
refinement. Such metrics should be considered under the JRA’s 2017 Operating Agreement, which
should establish performance goals. To the extent practical, performance metric data should be
inventoried and tracked in a spatial database format and integrated into SEDA-COG’s GIS system.

8

Cotrell, Wayne D., “Performance Metrics Used by Freight Transport Providers.” California Polytechnic University,
2008. http://leonard.csusb.edu/research/documents/1011FinalReport.pdf (accessed May 3, 2012).
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Table 6 – JRA Rail freight System Performance Metrics
Operator Performance
Metric Category

Performance Metric

Measured By

Performance Goals
(2013 Baseline)

Rail Freight Operations
and Customer
Satisfaction

Frequency of service

Rail Line

Pursuant to Operating
Agreement (Section 15)

Total number of annual
revenue-producing
railcar movements
(measured in carloads
per track mile and
operating revenues)

Rail Line

Continuous year-to-year
improvement

Total number of rail
freight shippers
(measured in customers
per track mile)

Rail Line

Continuous year-to-year
improvement

Percent of rail freight
customers “very
satisfied” with overall
rail freight service
quality

Rail Line

Continuous year-to-year
improvement pursuant to
JRA annual shipper
surveys

Growth or decline in
railcar traffic

Rail Line

Sustaining, growing, and
diversifying the baseline
of current shippers

Percent of rail freight
customers “very
satisfied” with JRA
Operator services,
including rail freight
operations and
marketing

Rail Line

Continuous year-to-year
improvement pursuant to
JRA annual shipper
surveys

Satisfactory ridership
levels

Excursion sponsor
(Operator and
Penn Valley
Railroad, LLC)

Continuous improvement
pursuant to Excursion
Sponsors and JRA
Operator biannual surveys
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Operator Performance
Metric Category

Performance Metric

Measured By

Performance Goals
(2013 Baseline)

Economic and Financial

Total number of direct
and indirect rail
enterprise jobs

Rail line and county
of employment

Continuous year-to-year
improvement

Rail freight operating
revenues and
profitability

Rail line

Continuous year-to-year
improvement

Total number of direct
rail customer (i.e.,
shipper) jobs

Rail line and county
of employment

Continuous year-to-year
improvement

Total number of
highway-rail grade
crossing improvements
(measured in both
quantities and capital
expenditures)

Rail line

Annual grade crossing
improvements

Total number of
derailments and
accidents

Rail line

Annual number of
derailments and accidents
compared to the baseline

Track Maintenance

Total rail system
maintenance
improvements
(measured in both
quantities and
expenditures)

Rail line

Evaluated annually by the
JRA’s track and bridge
engineers according to
the Operating Agreement
and maintenance
standards

Environmental

Increased fuel efficiency

Overall rail system

Annually measured in tonmiles per gallon. Fuel
efficiency approaches
should consider employee
training, locomotive idling
reduction technology,
locomotive fleet
enhancements, GPSbased locomotive piloting
technology, etc.

System Safety
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Joint Rail Authority
Performance Metric
Category

Performance Metric

Measured By

Performance Goals
(2013 Baseline)

Capital Improvements

Total annual rail
infrastructure
improvements

Rail line and county

As defined by JRA Capital
Budget and Property
Management Committee

System Expansion

Total rail-served
industrial sites
developed

Rail line and county

Total acres improved
measured against the
2012 baseline

Source: Delta Development Group, Inc., 2012.

FACILITY NEEDS ASSESSMENTS
The JRA’s staff is housed at SEDA-COG’s facility located at 201 Furnace Road in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania,
and the Authority leases three offices within this facility for its 2.5 employees. The Authority’s
combined office space provides approximately 363 square feet, or 145 square feet per full-time
equivalent (FTE) employee. SEDA-COG shares its conference and meeting room space, as well as its
office equipment (e.g., copiers, fax machines, etc.)
The JRA’s office space size is sufficient for the Authority’s existing staff, but the space size and its
efficiency is being compromised by the JRA’s record storage needs that continually grow. In addition to
utilizing office space (as well as hallway areas) to accommodate record storage needs, the JRA also
stores records in SEDA-COG’s warehouse facility that is also located at 201 Furnace Road. Storage of
historical (both vital and non-vital) JRA documents is deemed necessary and critical. Document purging
is performed infrequently, if ever, and therefore, it is not considered a practical records management
option.
Since the JRA is a highly regulated public entity and subject to Freedom of Information and Right-toKnow laws, the JRA should strongly consider developing a comprehensive records management system
that maximizes both hard copy (dry storage) and electronic (e.g., document imaging, Cloud Computing
technology, etc.) storage and data backup methods. Such a system should also consider a consolidated
approach whereby a single facility or space (on-site or off-site) may be dedicated for the JRA’s record
storage requirements over the next 10 to 20 years. In addition, the JRA should also consider a vital
records protection policy as a component to an overall Continuity of Operations (COOP) Plan. Additional
discussion regarding information technology data storage and backup needs are discussed below under
Asset Management.
ASSET MANAGEMENT
The JRA utilizes Microsoft Access as the platform for its asset management system, which maintains a
comprehensive inventory of the Authority’s various real estate assets (i.e., rail line rights-of-way, tracks,
bridges, and rail yards) and associated information. The system is routinely maintained by the
Authority’s property and maintenance-of-way manager who also utilizes the system to generate billing
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invoices for JRA-owned property tenant leases and rents, as well as easement charges to utilities that
use the Authority’s rights-of-way to convey their respective infrastructure including fiber optics, etc.
The JRA’s asset management system functions solely as a data management system, but it is currently
being customized to include spatial management functionality. This enhancement will greatly enhance
the JRA’s asset management capabilities, but it is highly recommended that the JRA consider integrating
its asset management system into SEDA-COG’s current GIS platform and determining the licensing
requirements for the JRA’s access and use. This integration approach will maximize the JRA’s ability to
leverage SEDA-COG’s spatial data inventory for its use and will provide an industry standard spatial
management platform (i.e., ESRI) and long-term technical support that will not be afforded through the
JRA’s independent software customization approach.
The JRA’s asset management system serves as a critical data management system and its accuracy and
operational integrity is critical to maintain the JRA’s billing cycles and sustain its revenue cash flow
requirements. To that end, the JRA relies on SEDA-COG’s information technology network for data file
system backup systems, which is primarily housed in the basement of the SEDA-COG office building and
hard-line synced to a similar network storage system in SEDA-COG’s warehouse facility. It is imperative
that the JRA ensure that SEDA-COG’s information technology network is capable of meeting the
Authority’s data storage and backup needs for the next 10 to 20 years.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk management is the identification, assessment, and prioritization of risks followed by coordinated
and economical application of resources to minimize, monitor, and control the probability and/or
impact of unfortunate events or to maximize the realization of opportunities.9 The JRA’s approach to
risk management is centered on the concept of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM), which is generally
defined as a possible event or circumstance that can have negative influences on the enterprise in
question.
In November 2011, the JRA completed a Risk Insurance Analysis study that provided a comprehensive
evaluation of the Authority’s existing insurance coverage types and provided recommendations for their
improvement going forward. The study provides a series of recommendations that the JRA will be
considering during its insurance policy renewal processes.
Two recent examples where the JRA has exercised effective ERM principles include Tropical Storm Lee
(September 2011) and the attempt to privatize the rail enterprise through multiple unsolicited purchase
offers received from a private, third-party entity. Both scenarios posed severe risks to the rail enterprise
from the Authority’s administrative functions and from the Operator’s operational functions.

9

Douglas Hubbard. The Failure of Risk Management: Why It's Broken and How to Fix It (John Wiley & Sons, 2009),
p. 46.
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In the case of Tropical Storm Lee, this natural hazard event caused wide-spread flooding damage to
many of the Authority’s assets. The Authority and the Operator’s enterprise risk exposure was greatly
minimized through their respective property and hazard risk insurance policies.
In contrast, the enterprise risk stemming from the privatization initiative was effectively managed and
mitigated through the JRA’s proactive risk communications strategy that entailed both written and
verbal communications to all JRA-member counties and newspaper editorial boards, rail freight
customers, county economic development practitioners and chambers of commerce officials, and the
general public. The JRA’s effective communication strategy was bolstered by its ability to quickly gather,
compile, and present accurate and detailed information on the Authority’s P3 business model and its
overwhelming success.
In light of the JRA’s effective ERM efforts, it is strongly recommended that the Authority, along with its
Operator, develop a Risk Management Plan that includes a hazard vulnerability analysis and risk
assessment to identify and determine the probable hazards (both man-made, natural, and technological
including but not limited to fire, stormwater runoff and flooding, cyber-attack) affecting the Authority
and the Operator’s enterprise operations. Risk mitigation strategies should then be outlined that
address a variety of ERM solutions. This Risk Management Plan should then be incorporated into an
Authority COOP Plan.
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
RAIL FREIGHT MARKET DEMAND ANALYSIS
The sustainability of Central Pennsylvania’s short line rail freight enterprise is dependent, to a certain
extent, on broader trends in the economy. Rail freight ultimately exists to serve shipper demand, and if
the demand does not exist, it cannot be created despite the best railroad marketing strategy. Thus, in
making future plans, it is first important for the JRA and its Operator to fully comprehend which
economic headwinds might complicate future growth initiatives.
Rail freight marketing and business development is the responsibility of the JRA’s Operator and is
specified as such under the Operating Agreement as follows: “Perform marketing and sales activities to
promote increased rail traffic to and from the Railroad Premises.” The Operator’s marketing and
business development activities and efforts have been very successful and have directly contributed to
the growth and development of the region’s economy, tax base, and increased employment
opportunities. The Operator’s marketing and business development success has been widely recognized
and has achieved numerous awards from its rail freight industry peers as previously highlighted in the
number of awards received.
A market assessment relative to freight commodities and shipment trends in Central Pennsylvania
relative to national trends was conducted in support of this Strategic Plan. Data utilized for the
assessment included the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Freight Analysis Framework (FAF).
The FAF was utilized as the principal source of information for highway truck shipments, but utilized as a
secondary source for rail in combination with direct shipper data provided by the JRA. In most cases,
the internal data provided by the JRA on rail moves is superior to the level of detail available in the FAF.
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Thus, the rail data in FAF is principally used to illustrate mega-trends that will impact the Central
Pennsylvania region, including projections of future demand for different commodity types. For
planning purposes, the data analysis period covers the period from 2007 – 2025.
RAILCAR TRAFFIC TRENDS
As shown in Table 7 and illustrated in Figure 8, annual railcar traffic data reported by the Operator for
the six-year period of 2006 shows a 19 percent increase in total carload traffic from 24,427 carloads in
2006 to 30,095 carloads in 2011. The LVRR experienced the largest numerical carload increase with
3,325, followed by the NBER (1,896 carloads), and the JVRR (1,083 carloads). The greatest percentage
increase (35%) was, however, experienced by the JVRR, followed by the NBER (24%), and the LVRR
(19%). It is important to note that the LVRR’s increase was largely due to the Marcellus Shale
unconventional gas well drilling industry boom that created significant demand in rail freight shipments
of stone, sand, pipe, and other industry-supporting commodities. Looking forward, the JRA will need to
focus on identifying new rail-served industrial sites to provide the additional land capacity needed to
accommodate the growth potential of these rail lines.
During this same period, however, the SVRR and the NSHR experienced decreases in their carload traffic
with the SVRR experiencing the most significant downturn in business activity. Such decreases were
largely attributable to the severe downturn in the nation’s economy beginning in 2007 and the lack of
Marcellus Shale commerce activity for these Operator railroad affiliates. The JRA and the Operator need
to continue to strengthen rail freight business development opportunities with the SVRR and the NSHR
area economic development partners. This is critical for the future sustainability of these rail lines and
their respective rail freight customers.
Table 8 provides further insight to the JRA’s rail freight system’s economic development impact on
Central Pennsylvania counties. As shown, nearly 80 percent (i.e., 5,212) of the total rail freight customer
jobs are concentrated in Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming and Mifflin counties.
Table 7 – Carload Trends for Operator and Affiliated Railroads, 2006 - 2011

Source: SURC, 2012.
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Figure 8 – Annual Carloads by Operator and Affiliated Companies, 2006 - 2011

Source: SURC, 2012.

Table 8 – JRA Rail System’s Economic Development Activity by County

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.
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MARKETING AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
The JRA’s Operator has made sustained progress in expanding the range of customers and commodity
types to produce the diversity of customers. One complexity is that each branch line within the JRA
system serves a different customer base and has its own unique orientation. The most-discussed
development in the SEDA-COG JRA’s recent history is the development of Marcellus Shale and the
subsequent issuance of a TIGER II grant that allowed the system to accelerate improvements to assets
that are essential for handling shale gas-related commodities. Nevertheless, the growth of Marcellusrelated markets has not been as transformative of the rail system as might be imagined. This is partly
due to the fact that some of the rail lines in the JRA system do not handle any Marcellus-related
shipments or only handle them sporadically. Also, the tonnage that is directly associated with Marcellus
Shale still constitutes only about 20 percent of total business.
Overall, while the customers have changed, the base of commodities is similar to what it had been prior
to deterioration of service on Conrail. For example, the system has always handled aggregate and
chemicals. This experience made the system better suited to handle the unique combination of
commodities associated with shale gas development, as it simply meant handling more of its existing
products.
From the beginning, the JRA was cognizant of the possibility that with so much attention being paid to
Marcellus-related developments from the outside, traditional customers that were not associated might
begin to feel like their needs were not being addressed. In order to counter this possibility, the
Operator has split its customer service personnel. One individual focuses entirely on non-Marcellusrelated customers, while the second handles both Marcellus and non-Marcellus-related customers. As
of the time of this writing, non-Marcellus-related customers have reported no deterioration of service
from the Operator since the gas boom began.
Another key consideration for the Operator is maintaining access to the Class I railroads, in particular,
Norfolk Southern. Effective rail interchange requires more than physical capacity; it requires extensive
and effective communication to ensure that the short line and the Class I function as a single system.
While there have been some interchange problems, they are not frequent. The railroad completed
Interchange Service Agreements (ISAs) in late 2011. Marketing personnel from the Operator also serve
on the Norfolk Southern Short Line Caucus group as a forum for dialog. The JRA system has little ability
to expand its connections to other railroads, thus it is particularly important to ensure that existing
connections remain fluid.
With the sharp growth that has occurred in recent years, the railroad has become more cognizant of
physical capacity constraints that could limit future growth. To a certain extent, the railroad has
expanded its effective capacity by purchasing more powerful locomotives that can haul heavier trains
and also expanding hours of service. Nevertheless, the options for squeezing capacity out of the existing
space, particularly the heavily utilized Newberry Yard, are limited. With the boom in construction in the
area tied to the Marcellus effect on the local economy, the railroad must also become more cognizant of
the potential for incompatible developments to occur that either directly impinge on the ability of rail
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supportive facilities to grow or place new residents in conflict with existing rail operational impacts such
as noise.
The Operator is also aware of the growing role of exports and the potential future need to establish
closer relations with marine export terminals. Coal markets may shift from a domestic to an
international orientation given additional restrictions on coal use in the United States. Furthermore, the
abundance of natural gas may drive nearby coal-fired power plants to switch fuels, which may drive
down local coal consumption even more sharply and heighten the need for export.
ANTICIPATING FUTURE CHALLENGES
The recent success of railroads related to Marcellus Shale growth is an overall positive development, yet
not one without its share of potentially unintended consequences. One possibility is that the shale gas
boom will not be as long lasting as predicted. Already, the exceptionally warm winter of 2011-2012
caused a significant decline in activity and undercut projected growth rates for Marcellus-related cargo.
The Class I railroads are generally responding cautiously, from a capital investment perspective, to the
emergence of the shale gas industry in Pennsylvania. As is the case with resource booms in the past, the
railroads tend to be highly cautious in investing resources to service new demand before a future
production horizon has been firmly established. Another factor that may temper the Class I’s eagerness
to invest in capacity to support shale development is the fact that short line railroads are so well
positioned to handle the emergent traffic; thus, the financial returns to the Class Is from such
investments may be diluted.
The profile of investments, thus far, by the Class Is in Pennsylvania can be contrasted with response
within North Dakota where significant capital investments have been undertaken in response to the
expected growth in nonconventional petroleum. In the North Dakota case, the projected production
timeline and economic returns are sufficient to justify new capital investments by the Class Is. It is
possible that the Marcellus Shale market will also meet this threshold in the near future; however, the
volatility of natural gas prices and demand has so far led to a more cautious approach.
On a related note, with financial success comes additional scrutiny from politicians and the private
sector, particularly given the propensity of the media to overstate the impacts on Marcellus-related
developments on the local economy, and will continue to place the activities of the JRA under a
microscope. The JRA must think strategically about its public communication and outreach strategy and
be prepared to tell its story both to the general public and to groups of practitioners. Communication
has become an essential part of the Authority’s continued success.
KEY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
A summary of the market assessment’s key findings and conclusions are as follows:


The diversity of customers and commodity types handled by the JRA system is a key strength
and maintaining this diversity should remain a cornerstone of the Operator’s marketing efforts.
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Neither freight tonnage growth in absolute terms nor projected changes in modal split will be
sufficient to drive the success of the future Pennsylvania rail freight system.
The FAF estimates that at the state level, trucking will continue to predominate against rail and
rail will not gain market share from trucking during this time interval.
FAF projections show that inbound tonnage to Pennsylvania between 2007 and 2025 will be
extremely modest at only four percent.
Inbound tonnage from all destinations to the “Remainder of Pennsylvania” region is expected to
grow by six percent by 2025, while outbound tonnage is expected to grow by four percent.
For outbound tonnage, FAF projections show a negligible one percent gain for rail market share,
to eight percent by 2025.
Pennsylvania’s outbound tonnage to all 50 states (including shipments within Pennsylvania) is
actually expected to fall by a miniscule percentage.
The most significant tonnage reductions for outbound shipments are expected to occur to
destinations within Pennsylvania and for shipments to Delaware, Ohio, and Michigan.
Pennsylvania’s top rail freight commodities that are projected to experience future outbound
tonnage growth through 2025 are coal, waste/scrap, animal feed, cereal grains, chemical
products, and plastics/rubber.
Pennsylvania’s top rail freight commodities that are projected to experience future inbound
tonnage growth through 2025 are cereal grains, chemical products, animal feed, crude
petroleum, and other agricultural products.

As a general conclusion, the commodity-specific profile for “Remainder of Pennsylvania” provides more
optimism for the future of rail in Central Pennsylvania than do the baseline freight tonnage figures.
Nevertheless, it underscores the need to hold market share for those commodities that naturally favor
rail while aggressively targeting those commodities that are discretionary between truck and rail.





Overall projected tonnage growth is insufficient to drive success absent a commodity-specific
targeted marketing strategy.
Many of the commodities that are expected to grow robustly are favorable to rail.
The JRA rail freight system must continue to balance accommodation of Marcellus commodities
with its traditional customer base.
The JRA must identify physical constraints to growth for certain lines and yards.

RAIL-SERVED SITES AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS
The backbone to the Operator’s rail freight operations are the various rail yards and industrial parks that
provide the necessary operational capacity to respectively manage and maintain the railcar inventory
and to provide the land area necessary to afford rail access to businesses and industries that rely on rail
freight service to ship and receive supplies and finished products. The following discussion provides
additional insight to the JRA’s rail yard properties and an inventory of prospective rail freight industrial
properties that provide opportunities for future rail siding expansions and capital investment
considerations by the Authority.
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RAIL YARDS
Rail yards are essential to all railroad operations and are comprised of a series of parallel railroad tracks
for storing, sorting, loading/unloading, and maintaining railroad cars and/or locomotives. The JRA’s
yards are “flat” freight yards that rely upon locomotives to move and sort railroad cars as opposed to
hump or gravity yards, which utilize the force of gravity to move and sort cars. The JRA’s freight yards
have multiple industries located adjacent to them where railroad cars are loaded, unloaded, and stored
until they are ready for transport to their next destination.
The JRA owns and maintains six (6) rail freight classification yards: Newberry Yard, Bellefonte Yard,
Lewistown Yard, Lock Haven Yard, Vail Yard and Gray Yards. These yards are further described below
and the Newberry, Bellefonte, Lewistown and Vail Yards are illustrated in Appendix E. The JRA will need
to complete rail yard surveys for the Gray and Lock Haven Yards








Newberry Yard is located in Williamsport and is serviced by the LVRR. This facility is comprised
of 109+/- acres and provides daily service (Monday – Saturday) that includes a transloading
facility operated by Bulkmatic Transport Company. The yard accommodates up to 1,200 cars
making it the largest yard between Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and Buffalo, New York. The JRA’s
TIGER II award enabled the Authority to add 9,100 linear feet (LF) of new track (i.e., 6,500 LF
within the yard and 2,600 LF at the adjacent Palmer Industrial Coatings facility), which has
greatly increased the yard’s railcar storage and handling capacity. The yard is, however, all but
depleted of additional industrial rail siding space and this requires the JRA to collaborate with its
member-county planning and economic development partners to evaluate future rail-served
industrial properties. The JRA is planning to realign the yard’s access road (i.e., Reighard
Avenue), which will afford additional operational space for LVRR’s maintenance-of-way and
other related functions including the potential to acquire additional acreage adjacent to the
yard to accommodate spur lines and/or siding expansion opportunities.
Bellefonte Yard is located in Bellefonte and is serviced by the NBER. This facility is comprised of
30+/- acres and provides daily (Monday – Saturday) rail freight service. Although the yard does
not provide industrial rail siding space, capital improvements that included 3,000 LF of new track
was financed through the JRA’s TIGER II award has doubled the yard’s railcar storage and
handling capacity. Located off-site in the nearby village of Coleville is the JRA’s Rumberger
Engine House, which is included on the JRA’s list of active capital improvement projects
inventoried in Table 10.
Lewistown Yard is located in Lewistown and is serviced by the JVRR. This facility is comprised of
approximately 22+/- acres and provides daily (Monday – Saturday) service. The yard includes
Sylco Service & Terminal, which is the largest rail/truck fertilizer transload operation in
Pennsylvania. The yard is depleted of additional industrial rail siding space.
Lock Haven Yard is located in Lock Haven and is serviced by the NBER. The facility is comprised
of approximately 5+/- acres and provides daily (Monday – Saturday) service. The yard services
First Quality Tissue, Croda Inc., Avery Dennison and Webb's SuperGro, as well as two recently
added, Marcellus Shale-related industries: PVS Chloralkali and WSP Chemical. The yard is
currently operating at maximum capacity with no additional land area for expansion.
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The limited to no rail siding industrial space within the JRA’s existing rail yard facilities has caused the
Authority to explore future rail yard expansion and improvement opportunities to meet existing and
future industrial rail siding space needs. Two promising opportunities include the Vail Yard and Gray
Yard, which are both located in Blair County10 near Tyrone Borough. The JRA’s interest in improving
these yard facilities provides a significant opportunity for the Authority and its member counties to
further deliberate the benefits and merits of adding Blair County as a new member.




Vail Yard is located just north of Tyrone Borough and is serviced by the NBER. This facility is
currently comprised of 18+/- acres. Planned yard improvements include a siding extension with
a tie-back to the main line, plus a new 3,000 foot turnaround. A property survey of this yard has
been completed and is included in Appendix E.
Gray Yard is located just south of Tyrone Borough and is also serviced by the NBER. This facility
has relatively poor truck access, which limits its utility and overall value and development of this
facility would require purchase of a local business at the east end. This purchase would include
an outbuilding, a fenced area comprised of approximately two acres, and a dock track. Purchase
of additional property located outside the fenced area would allow the JRA to expand and
double the yard’s existing capacity through the construction of two or three new tracks. Before
any consideration is given to acquiring the property, the JRA will need to perform a thorough
property survey and title and deed research to discern any limiting property conveyance and
usage issues. Total yard expansion and build-out would encompass approximately 12+/useable acres.

RAIL-SERVED INDUSTRIAL SITES
Equally important to the strength and sustainability of Central Pennsylvania’s economy is the availability
of rail-served industrial sites, which affords the JRA and its Operator with the opportunity to increase
the system’s rail freight traffic base and to foster ongoing collaborative efforts and communication
between the region’s economic development corporations, chambers of commerce, planning agencies,
industrial real estate agents, developers, property owners, and other economic development
stakeholders.
The availability of rail-served industrial properties is also significant in that short line and regional
railroads, such as the Operator, serve as feeder systems for Class I railroads, picking up or delivering one
out of every four railcars moving on the national rail network.11 As such, short lines greatly expand the
Class I’s rail freight shipping demand by providing access to industrial sites that afford many rural

10

The JRA Board, plus 7 of the 9 member-County Boards of Commissioners, has already agreed to accept Blair
County’s as the Authority’s ninth and newest member county. The Board plus all 9 member counties must,
however, be in full agreement before the JRA’s Bylaws can be amended to formally include Blair County.
11

American Short Line and Regional Railroad Association, “Connecting America’s Communities,” accessed May 8,
2012, http://www.aslrra.org/about_aslrra/Connecting_America_s_Communities/.
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businesses with rail freight as a choice for their commodity shipping needs. Without such access, many
rural businesses and their industrial-based economies would not exist.
The JRA and the Operator recognize the importance of collaborating with member-county economic and
industrial development organizations and county planning agencies to identify prospective industrial
sites that provide ample rail freight expansion opportunities for existing and new businesses and
industries. To this end, Table 9 presents an inventory of industrial properties located within the JRA
region that have rail service potential. These properties were identified through inputs received from
JRA Board members and the Operator, as well as through PennDOT’s Rail Freight Properties Directory
online database12 and the PASiteSearch online database, which was produced and is maintained through
a collaborative effort between the Team Pennsylvania Foundation and the Pennsylvania Department of
Community and Economic Development.13 It is important to note that while PennDOT’s Rail Freight
Properties Directory serves as useful resource, the information contained therein has not been updated
since its original creation circa 1999. An extensive review of these property databases and discussions
with JRA Board members and staff to identify the most relevant prospective sites and information has
resulted in the properties inventoried in Table 9. Note the listed properties serve as an initial inventory
for the JRA staff to further evaluate and maintain as part of a comprehensive and ongoing site inventory
database.
Table 9 – Industrial Properties with Rail Service Potential
Site Name (Ownership)
Maitland Site (Mifflin County
Industrial Development
Corporation, MCIDC)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=501772
Greater Lewistown Corporate
Center (Private Ownership)
http://www.loopnet.com/Listing
/14654152/600-RoundhouseRoad-Lewistown-PA/
Mifflin County Industrial Park,
Expansion Drive Project
(MCIDC)
Mifflin County Industrial Park,
Expansion Drive Project
(MCIDC)

Location

Railroad

County

Available
Acreage

Along SR 2004, 4 miles
east of Lewistown

JVRR

Mifflin

15 acres

JVRR

Mifflin

37 acres
(322,309 SF
Industrial
Building)

JVRR

Mifflin

12 acres

JVRR

Mifflin

2 acres

600 Roundhouse Road,
Lewistown
Adjacent to the GE
Inspections Technology
plant
Adjacent to the GE
Inspections Technology
plant

12

PennDOT Rail Freight Properties Database, accessed May 8, 2012,
http://www.dot.state.pa.us/Internet/Bureaus/pdBRF.nsf/RailFreightHomepage?OpenFrameset&Frame=main&src
=infoRFPWProperties?readform.
13

PASiteSearch, accessed May 3, 2012,
http://www.dot.state.pa.us/Internet/Bureaus/pdBRF.nsf/RailFreightHomepage?OpenFrameset&Frame=main&src
=infoRFPWProperties?readform.
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Site Name (Ownership)
Freedom Forge Corporation Site
Acquisition (Standard Steel)
MCIDC Plaza, Building 45
(MCIDC)

MCIDC Plaza, Buildings 38 – 40
(MCIDC)
Former Excel Homes Plant
(Private Ownership)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=2050337
Muncy Industrial Park Phase II
(Lycoming County Industrial
Properties Corporation)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=1047548
Diehl Epler Site
(Northumberland County IDA)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=501772
Reed Park (Rosini) Site
(Northumberland County IDA)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=2050337
Reed Industrial Park
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=501658
Mt. Carmel (Yellow Hill Rd.) Site
(Northumberland County IDA)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=501657
Lyco One (Northumberland
County IDA)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=501534
SEEDCO Industrial Park
(Northumberland County IDA)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=501139
PA Routes 61 & 901 Industrial
Site (Northumberland County
IDC)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=1047523

Railroad

County

Available
Acreage

JVRR

Mifflin

20 acres

JVRR

Mifflin

26,000 sq. ft.

JVRR

Mifflin

23,000 sq. ft.

Adjacent to Avis Yard

LVRR

Clinton

28 acres

PA Route 147, Muncy, PA

LVRR

Lycoming

162 acres

US Route 11,
Northumberland, PA

NSHR

Northumberland

24 acres

Reed Industrial Park,
Elysburg, PA

NSHR

Northumberland

9 acres

State Routes 2008 and
4012, Paxinos, PA

NSHR

Northumberland

32 acres

SR 901, Mount Carmel, PA

NSHR

Northumberland

35 acres

2400 Point Township
Drive, Northumberland, PA

NSHR

Northumberland

100 acres

PA 61, Mount Carmel, PA

NSHR

Northumberland

300 acres
(site
limitations)

PA Routes 61 & 901,
Shamokin, PA

NSHR

Northumberland

40 acres

Location
North-end parcel of the
Standard Steel site,
Burnham Township
Mifflin County Industrial
Development Corporation
(MCIDC) Industrial Park,
Granville Township
Mifflin County Industrial
Development Corporation
(MCIDC) Industrial Park,
Granville Township
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Site Name (Ownership)
Milton Industrial Park - Tanner
Addition (Milton Area Industrial
Development Association)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=1047572
Great Stream Commons (Union
County IDC)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=1047537
GN Industrial Site (High
Associates, Ltd.)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=1047555
Pilling Site (Earl or Ken Pilling)
http://gis.pasitesearch.com/def
ault.aspx?SID=1047549
Prospective Clinton Township
Site
Prospective Lewistown Yard
Expansion
Prospective MCIDC Industrial
Site
Prospective MCIDC Industrial
Site

Available
Acreage

Location

Railroad

County

Lawton Lane

UCIR

Northumberland

18 acres

US 15, Allenwood, PA

UCIR

Union

216 acres

US Route 15, White Deer
Township

UCIR

Union

23 acres

Old U.S. Route 15, White
Deer Township, PA

UCIR

Union

18 acres

Located along S.R. 405

LVRR

Lycoming

25 acres

JVRR

Mifflin

34 acres

JVRR

Mifflin

TBD

JVRR

Mifflin

TBD

1000 Elizabeth St.,
Lewistown, PA (Granville
Township)
Adjacent to Krentzmans
Scrap Metal
Intersection of SR 2004
and Haller Lane (east of
Lewistown)

Sources: Team Pennsylvania Foundation and PASiteSearch, accessed May 3, 2012,
http://www.pasitesearch.com/. SEDA-COG JRA and Delta Development Group, Inc., 2012.

TRACK AND BRIDGE CONDITION ASSESSMENTS
Together, the JRA and its Operator have excelled at its capital improvement and maintenance-of-way
program, which was strengthened under the JRA’s 2007 Operating Agreement (Appendix C) with the
Operator and augmented through the JRA’s 2010 Guidelines for Asset Upgrades (Appendix F). The JRA
retains a highly specialized railroad engineering consultant (i.e., Paul A. Jannotti., P.E.) to prepare a Track
Inspection and Maintenance Rights-of-Way Report (i.e., Jannotti Report) detailing the baseline
conditions of the “Railway Premises” and to prepare an “Annual Maintenance Program” setting forth
the Operator’s proposed maintenance-of-way items for that particular calendar year. The 2007
Agreement also requires the Operator to maintain the Railroad Premises to the condition described in
the Jannotti Report, but not less than the JRA’s maintenance-of-way standards, which exceed the
applicable FRA Standards. Furthermore, the Agreement requires the JRA’s consultant to perform at
least a semiannual (i.e., twice a year) inspection of the Railway Premises to ensure the premises are
being maintained in accordance with the JRA and Operator’s jointly adopted Annual Maintenance
Program. Given the JRA’s high maintenance-of-way standards, the JRA has recently changed the
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inspection frequency to once a year in the fall, which in turn is maximizing the reinvestment of JRA funds
into the system.
The JRA’s enhanced maintenance-of-way policies specified under the 2007 Operating Agreement
coupled with the JRA’s historic $43 million in capital investments since 2004 has created a world-class
rail freight enterprise system that has gained international recognition (i.e., via the World Bank Case
Study) and has become one of the nation’s leading short line rail freight systems. The JRA’s $43 million
capital investments between 2004 and 2013 entail the following:


$18 million in rail system improvements, upgrades, and expansions between 2004 – 2010



15 projects under the JRA’s Federal TIGER II grant of over $11 million in 2011 – 2012



Implemented nearly $25 million in projects in six counties in 2011

As one of the JRA’s core functions, rail system preservation and improvement is on ongoing process and
one that the Authority takes seriously. Its successful capital improvements program is accomplished
through the assistance of both experienced and knowledgeable JRA staff and qualified and professional
track and bridge engineers. The JRA staff and its highly specialized railroad consulting engineers (i.e.,
Janotti and John Conrad, P.E.) conduct regular inspections of the Authority’s rail lines, bridges, and
engine houses, and develop a prioritized list of needed improvements. In turn, the JRA strategically and
wisely uses its privately generated operating revenues streams to leverage competitive private and
public financing [e.g., private bank loans, the Pennsylvania Rail Freight Assistance Program, the
Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank (PIB), the Pennsylvania Rail Transportation Assistance Program (RTAP
Capital Budget), the FRA Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing, and competitive grants,
etc.] to efficiently achieve the programmed improvements.
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JRA FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
The JRA, like all municipal authorities, is a governmental body created to finance and/or operate specific
public works project(s) without utilizing the general taxing powers of a municipality. The Municipality
Authorities Act implies that such projects must be in the proprietary fields of government, must have a
public interest, and must be self-sustaining, meaning that a municipal authority’s revenues are limited to
those generated by their activities such as user charges, connection fees, and special assessments.
According to its Bylaws, the JRA was specifically formed as a municipal authority in 1983 to own, finance,
and lease land, rights-of-way, engine houses, various structures, and railroad tracks on behalf of its
eight-member constituent counties. From a business perspective, the JRA is a public corporation
engaged in the administration of civil government and having the legal power to incur debt, own
property, and finance its activities by means of user charges or lease rentals.14 The JRA’s Operating
Agreement with the Operator, coupled with its leases, rents, and other private user revenue sources
comprise its annual operating budget. As such, the JRA’s annual operating budget is entirely comprised
of private revenue sources and is void of any public tax dollars.
The JRA’s annual operating revenues and expenditures for fiscal year 2012 were balanced at $2,299,994
and their sources and allocations are illustrated in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. A simplistic view of
the JRA’s operating revenue sources is illustrated in Figure 11, which further reinforces the P3 nature of
the JRA’s revenue generators that include private rail freight customers, the Operator, Norfolk Southern,
as well as other private entities that hold land leases and railway utility license agreements with the JRA.
As shown in Figure 9, a majority (65.2 percent) of the JRA’s 2012 operating revenues were generated
directly through its Operating Agreement with the Operator. Historically, this agreement stipulated that
the JRA would be entitled to five percent of the Operator’s gross operating revenues. The 2007
renegotiated agreement, however, increased the JRA’s share of the Operator’s gross operating revenues
to 10 percent, which in turn has accelerated the Authority’s capital improvements and maintenance-ofway initiatives driven by increased railcar traffic associated with a variety of industries including oil and
gas.
As shown in Figure 10, the JRA’s 2012 revenues were reinvested into the System for its overall
improvement. Large portions (43 percent) of these expenditures were allocated towards capital
improvements, maintenance-of-way, land acquisitions, and other system improvements. An additional
17.2 percent was allocated to debt service for several Authority loans that are being used to finance
certain capital investments, including land acquisitions for the expansion of the system’s rights-of-way
and track and bridge improvements. The remaining share of expenditures (i.e., 37.8 percent) were

14

Governor’s Center for Local Government Services, “Municipal Authorities in Pennsylvania,” accessed March 26,
2012, http://www.penntrain.net/NewFiles/Boards/munauthority.pdf.
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allocated toward staff and professional services that are necessary to administer the Authority’s
business and provide the means necessary to carry out its capital improvement projects.
The JRA maintains a fee schedule that provides a published list of various rates charged to the
Authority’s tenants, easement and license grantees for utilities, municipal governments, etc. It is
imperative that the JRA routinely maintains this fee schedule to ensure its rates are providing the most
equitable return on investment. For example, the Authority’s Capital Budget and Property Management
Committee has entertained recommendations from the JRA staff regarding the need to revise its fiber
optic rent schedule to maximize its benefit received through the third-party purchase and/or use of the
Authority’s easements.

Figure 9 – SEDA COG JRA: 2012 Operating Budget Revenues

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.
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Figure 10 – SEDA-COG JRA: 2012 Operating Budget Expenditures

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.

Figure 11 – JRA Revenue Sources

Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT REQUIREMENTS
True to its mission, the JRA continues to succeed in restoring rail freight service to Central Pennsylvania
and this success is the result of the Authority’s extraordinary capital investments – coupled with the
JRA’s high maintenance-of-way standards – made into the systems’ infrastructure, including mainline
track, rail sidings, bridges, yards, land acquisitions for industrial expansions, etc. The JRA’s high
maintenance-of-way standards, as outlined under the 2007 Operating Agreement (Appendix C, Exhibit
B), increases the system’s longevity and in turn maximizes the Authority’s capital improvement dollars.
New oil and gas exploration and extraction technologies have increased railcar shipments and in return,
has afforded (through increased shipping revenues) the JRA to greatly expand its capital improvements
for the purpose of handling shale gas-related commodities. In fact, by the end of 2013, the JRA will have
invested $43 million in railroad capital improvements since 2004. These improvements entail the
following:




$18 million in rail system improvements, upgrades, and expansions between 2004 – 2010
15 capital projects engineered, designed, and constructed under the JRA’s Federal TIGER II grant
of over $11 million in 2011
Implemented nearly $25 million in projects in six counties in 2011

The JRA’s prudent management and investment of the private-sourced operating revenues have
enabled the Authority to leverage competitive public funding opportunities that have included the
following awards:






$10,000,000 U.S. Department of Transportation TIGER II Grant (2010) for system capital
improvements
$1,032,450 U.S. Department of Transportation TIGER II Grant Supplement (2012) for system
capital improvements
$2,437,388 Federal Railroad Administration Rail Line Relocation and Improvement Grant (2012)
to replace the Loyalsock Creek Bridge destroyed by Tropical Storm Lee in September 2011
$750,000 Pennsylvania Redevelopment Assistance Capital Program (RACP) for the Irontown
Commerce Center Rail Facilities Improvement Project (2011)
$12,600,000 Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank Loan for the LVRR bridge in conjunction with the
Williamsport Airport Access Road (via an Intergovernmental Agreement with Lycoming County)

Table 10 provides a summary of the JRA’s FY 2008 – 2012 Capital Budget planned capital improvements.
These improvements will require at least $88.3 million in capital financing, which will need to be derived
largely through both rail freight operating revenue and licensing and easement fees. It is important to
note that the capital improvements shown in Table 10 are current at the time of this Strategic Plan’s
adoption and are subject to change based on the JRA’s ongoing capital budgeting and project execution
schedule. In addition, the costs shown are based upon 2012 market rate costs and are therefore subject
to changes in the true costs of goods and services at the time a project is properly executed pursuant to
the JRA’s competitive procurement procedures.
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Critical components of the JRA’s capital improvement financing strategy are the state-administered
RFAP and RTAP Capital Budget programs, which provide financial assistance for investment in rail freight
infrastructure. The intent of these programs is to preserve essential rail freight service where
economically feasible, and preserve or stimulate economic development through the generation of new
or expanded rail freight service. Since 2008, the JRA has – in partnership with private rail freight
shippers – secured and invested $5,013,280 in RFAP and RTAP funds for the betterment of the
Authority’s rail infrastructure system.
Although funding for the RFAP was restored under the FY 2012 – 2013 state budget, significant
challenges continue to face the Commonwealth’s transportation infrastructure funding needs and any
future diminishment or deletion of these funds will be to the detriment of rail freight infrastructure and
the rail freight industry as a whole. To this end, the JRA, in association with the Keystone State Railroad
Association (KSRRA), should continue to voice its strong support for and need to restore funding to the
RFAP. The JRA’s high maintenance-of-way standards, as outlined under the 2007 Operating Agreement
(Appendix C, Exhibit B), increases the system’s longevity and in turn maximizes the Authority’s capital
improvement dollars.
Table 10 – SEDA-COG JRA Capital Improvements Plan Summary
Project

Rail Line

Status

Cost*

LVRR

In design

LV/NS/SV

Underway

NBER

Underway

LV/NB

Underway

Category

CURRENT PROJECTS
LVRR Loyalsock Creek
Bridge
Upgrade signals on JV, LV,
NS, and SV (for '11 JVRR)
Maintenance Rumberger
Engine House
Switch upgrades - Bowtie
switch stands and frogs

Subtotal

$10,500,000 Capital Improvement
(CI) /Safety
$190,000 Safety/CI/Maintenance
$72,000 CI
$145,470 Safety/CI/Maintenance
$10,907,470

FUTURE PROJECTS – CRITICAL PRIORITY
NBER Main Bridge Deck
Raising M.P. 17.95

NBER

Sept '12
construction

$109,000 Safety/CI/Maintenance

Irontown Commerce
Center (former TRW) rail
sput
Purchase concrete panels
(7 crossings)
NSHR bridge replacement
at MP194 at Catawissa
Tallyrand Bridge
Rehabilitation

NSHR

Underway

LV/NB

Continuing

$59,100 Safety/CI/Maintenance

NSHR

Proposed

$120,000 Safety/CI/Maintenance

NBER

Underway

$700,000 Safety/CI/Maintenance

$1,600,000 CI/Economic
Development (ED)
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Project

Rail Line

Status

Cost*

Reinstall Baker Siding (now
Miller Siding)
River Siding

NBER

Underway

$835,935 CI/ED

LVRR

Underway

$477,460 CI/ED

Marcellus Energy Park

LVRR

Underway

$327,563 CI/ED

Newberry Yard
Construction
Palmer Industrial

LVRR

Underway

$1,587,660 CI/ED

LVRR

Underway

$575,957 CI/ED

Bellefonte Yard Track
Construction
Tyrone Bulk Transfer

NBER

Underway

$1,191,111 CI/ED

NBER

Underway

$736,846 CI/ED

G. O. Hawbaker, Inc. Montoursville
Yellow Hill Runaround and
Timberend/DMS Tracks
Restore White Deer Bridge

LVRR

Underway

$3,930,000 CI/ED

SVRR

Underway

$1,137,218 CI/ED

WDR

Underway

$910,000 CI/ED

Rehab line from New
Columbia to Allenwood
Point Township Bulk
Transfer and Runaround
James Wood Site (Reach
Road Terminal)
Jubelirer Business Park
Track

WDR

Underway

NSHR

Underway

$300,000 CI/ED

LVRR

Underway

$1,636,277 CI/ED

NBER

in Design
Subtotal

Category

$1,821,813 CI/ED/Maintenance

$400,000 CI/ED
$18,455,940

FUTURE PROJECTS – HIGH PRIORITY
Realign access road at
LVRR Offices
Fish Hatchery-Robinson's
Lane Curve Reconstruction
Welded Rail Installation
Around Sayers Dam

LVRR

Proposed

$68,000 CI

NBER

Proposed

$65,000 Safety/CI

NBER

10 PA Cap.
Budget
Subtotal

$3,500,000 CI
$3,633,000
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Project

Rail Line

Status

Cost*

Category

FUTURE PROJECTS – MEDIUM PRIORITY
Track upgrades on
Bellefonte and Pleasant
Gap Br.
Muncy Industrial Park
Phases 2 and 3 rail spur
New M/W Building in
Newberry Yard
New M/E Building in
Newberry Yard
SEEDCO North Industrial
Park Rail Spur
SEEDCO South Industrial
Park Rail Spur

NBER

10 PA Cap.
Budget

$1,900,000 CI/Maintenance

LVRR

$2,000,000 CI/ED

LVRR

08 Capital
Budget
Proposed

LVRR

Proposed

$80,000 CI

SVRR

10 PA Cap.
Budget
10 PA Cap.
Budget

SVRR

Subtotal

$400,000 CI

$3,000,000 ED
$1,400,000 ED
$8,780,000

FUTURE PROJECTS – LOW PRIORITY
Sanding Tower

LVRR

Proposed

$70,000 CI

Locomotive Wash Area

LVRR

Proposed

TBD CI

Reconstruct Nittany
Oil/Turntable Track
Expansion of Newberry
Engine House
Install Welded Rail on
LVRR Secondary
Rail Replacement (from
Bloomsburg to Berwick)

JVRR

Proposed

$0 CI

LVRR

TBD

$300,000 CI

LVRR

TBD

$3,000,000 CI

NSHR

Dormant

$1,000,000 CI/Maintenance

Subtotal

$4,370,000

Total Programmed Capital Investments

$46,146,410

*Reflects actual costs based on solicited bids received in 2012.
Source: SEDA-COG JRA, 2012.
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APPENDIX H – ACRONYMS
P3 – Public Private Partnership
ASLRRA – American Short Line Railroad Association
Conrail – Consolidated Rail Corporation
COOP – Continuity of Operations
ENS –Emergency Notification System
ERM – Enterprise Risk Management
ESRI –Earth Systems Research Institute, Inc.
FAF – Freight Analysis Framework
FAQs – Frequently Asked Questions
FHWA – Federal Highway Administration
FOIA – United States Freedom of Information Act of 1966
FRA – Federal Railroad Administration
FTE – Full-Time Equivalent
GHG – Greenhouse Gas
GIS – Geographic Information Systems
ISA – Interchange Service Agreement
JRA – Joint Rail Authority
JVRR – Juniata Valley Railroad
KSRRA – Keystone State Railroad Association
LF – Linear Feet
LVRR – Lycoming Valley Railroad
MCIDC – Mifflin County Industrial Development Corporation
MOU – Memorandum of Understanding
NBER – Nittany & Bald Eagle Railroad
NCFRP – National Cooperative Freight Research Program
NSHR – North Shore Railroad Company
PennDOT – Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
PIB – Pennsylvania Infrastructure Bank
RACP – Redevelopment Assistance Capital Program

RFP – Request for Proposal
RFAP – Rail Freight Assistance Program
RTAP – Rail Transportation Assistance Program
RTKL – Pennsylvania Right-to-Know Law, Act 3 of 2008
SEDA-COG – Susquehanna Economic Development Association Council of Governments
SVRR – Shamokin Valley Railroad
SWOT – Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
TIGER – Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery
UCIR – Union County Industrial Railroad
WDRR – White Deer and Reading Railroad

